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Recall: Locks with test&set

Release() {
// Short busy-wait time
while (test&set(guard));
if anyone on wait queue {

take thread off wait queue
Place on ready queue;

} else {
value = FREE;

}
guard = 0;

int guard = 0;
int value = FREE;

Acquire() {
// Short busy-wait time
while (test&set(guard));
if (value == BUSY) {

put thread on wait queue;
run_new_thread() & guard = 0;

} else {
value = BUSY;
guard = 0;

}
}

Use "spinlock" to build better locks
― Like we use disabling interrupts to build "proper" locks



Recall: Semaphores
Generalized lock
Definition: has a non-negative integer value and 
two operations:

― P() or down or wait: atomically wait for semaphore to 
become positive, then decrement it by 1

― V() or up or signal: atomically increment semaphore 
by 1 (waking up a waiting P() thread)

P, V from Dutch: proberen (test), verhogen (increment)
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Recall: Monitors
Locks for mutual exclusion
Condition variables for waiting
A monitor is a lock and zero or more condition 
variables with some associated data and 
operations

― Java provides this natively
― POSIX threads: provides locks and condvars,

build your own



Recall: Condition Variables
Condition variable: queue of threads waiting 
inside a critical section

Operations:
―Wait(&lock): Atomically release lock and go to 

sleep. Re-acquire lock before returning.
―Signal(): Wake up one waiter (if there is one)
―Broadcast(): Wake up all waiters

Rule: Hold lock when using condition variable



Recall: Semaphores with Monitors
Lock lock;
int count = initial value of semaphore;
CondVar atOne;

P() {
  lock.Acquire();
  while (count == 0) {
    atOne.wait(&lock);
  }
  count--;
  lock.Release()
}

  
  

V() {
  lock.Acquire();
  count++;
  if (count == 1) {
    atOne.signal();
  }
  lock.Release()
}



Monitors: General Pattern
 lock 
while (need to wait) {
   condvar.wait();
}
unlock

do something so no need to wait

lock

condvar.signal();

unlock

Check and/or update
state variables

Wait if necessary

Check and/or update
state variables



Monitors: Familiar pattern?
 lock 
while (need to wait) {
   condvar.wait();
}
unlock

do something so no need to wait

lock

condvar.signal();

unlock

)sary

Check and/or update
state variables

disable interrupts;
if (value == BUSY) {
   put on wait queue
   run_new_thread();
} else {
   value = BUSY;
}
enable interrupts;

disable interrupts;
value = FREE;
wake up any waiter;
enable interrupts;



Synchronization in Java (1)
Every object in Java has a lock:

class Account {
  private int balance;
  // object constructor
  public Account (int initialBalance) {
    balance = initialBalance;
  }
  public int getBalance() {
    synchronized(this) { // acquire lock for this 
      return balance;
    } // release lock – no matter how exiting this 
  }
  public void deposit(int amount) {
    synchronized (this) { // acquire lock
      balance += amount;
    } // release lock
  }
}



Synchronization in Java (2)
In addition to lock, every object has one condition 
variable associated with it:
synchronized(this) {
  t1 = time.now();
  while (!RequestAvailable()) {
    this.wait(); // ThisCV.Wait(&ThisLock)
  }
}

Slightly different method names for other operations:
―notify(); // equivalent to Signal()
―notifyAll(); // equivalent to Broadcast()

Want more than one condition variable?
― More capable interface in java.util.concurrent



Reader/Writers Problem

Shared database:
― Many readers – never modify the database
― Few writers – read and modify the database

Single lock sufficient? Yes, but inefficient

R
R

R

W



Reader/Writers: Correctness
Readers can access when no writers
Writers can access when no readers or other 
writers

Lock satisfies these constraints, but we want to 
allow multiple readers for efficiency



Reader/Writers: With Monitors (v1)

State
― int AW: Active writers
― Condition okToRead
― int AR: Active readers
― Condition okToWrite

Reader() {
Wait until no active writers
Access database
Maybe wakeup writer

}
Writer() {

Wait until no active readers or writers
Access database
Maybe wakeup writer or reader

}

Lock lock
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Reader/Writers: With Monitors (v1)

State
― int AW: Active writers
― Condition okToRead
― int AR: Active readers
― Condition okToWrite

Reader() {
Wait until no active writers
Access database
Maybe wakeup writer

}
Writer() {

Wait until no active readers or writers
Access database
Maybe wakeup writer or reader

}

Lock lock



Reader() version 1
Reader() {
    // First check self into system
    lock.Acquire();
    while (AW > 0) {  // Is it safe to read?

     okToRead.wait(&lock);  // Sleep on cond var
    }
    AR++; // Now we are active!

 lock.release();
 // Perform actual read-only access
 AccessDatabase(ReadOnly);
 // Now, check out of system
 lock.Acquire();
 AR--;           // No longer active
 if (AR == 0)    // No other active readers

        okToWrite.signal(); // Wake up one writer
    lock.Release();
}



Writer() version 1
Writer() {
    // First check self into system
    lock.Acquire();
    while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) { // Safe to write?
        okToWrite.wait(&lock); // No, sleep on cond var
    }
    AW++; // Now we are active!

 lock.release();
    // Perform actual read/write access
    AccessDatabase(ReadWrite);

 // Now, check out of system
    lock.Acquire();
    AW--; // No longer active
    okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
    okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
    lock.Release();
}



Writer() version 1: Starvation
Writer() {
    // First check self into system
    lock.Acquire();
    while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) { // Safe to write?
        okToWrite.wait(&lock); // No, sleep on cond var
    }
    AW++; // Now we are active!

 lock.release();
    // Perform actual read/write access
    AccessDatabase(ReadWrite);

 // Now, check out of system
    lock.Acquire();
    AW--; // No longer active
    okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
    okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
    lock.Release();
}

If there are  always readers, 
this will always be true!



Writer() version 1: Confict
Writer() {
    // First check self into system
    lock.Acquire();
    while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) { // Safe to write?
        okToWrite.wait(&lock); // No, sleep on cond var
    }
    AW++; // Now we are active!

 lock.release();
    // Perform actual read/write access
    AccessDatabase(ReadWrite);

 // Now, check out of system
    lock.Acquire();
    AW--; // No longer active
    okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
    okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
    lock.Release();
}

Relies on readers/writers 
double-checking the 
condition
Can't take advantage of 
Hoare-style scheduling



Writer() version 1: Confict
Writer() {
    // First check self into system
    lock.Acquire();
    while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) { // Safe to write?
        okToWrite.wait(&lock); // No, sleep on cond var
    }
    AW++; // Now we are active!

 lock.release();
    // Perform actual read/write access
    AccessDatabase(ReadWrite);

 // Now, check out of system
    lock.Acquire();
    AW--; // No longer active
    okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
    okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
    lock.Release();
}

Will writer or reader "win"?
Wake up all the readers 
when they'll just go back to 
sleep?!



Reader/Writers: With Monitors (v2)

State
― int AW: Active writers
― Condition okToRead
― int AR: Active readers
― Condition okToWrite

Reader() {
Wait until no active or waiting writers
Access database
Maybe wakeup writer

}
Writer() {

Wait until no active readers or writers
Access database
If waiting writer, wake it up;
Otherwise, wakeup readers

}

Lock lock
― int WW: Waiting writers



Reader() version 2
Reader() {

// First check self into system
lock.Acquire();
while (AW > 0 || WW > 0) {  // Safe to read?

okToRead.wait(&lock); // Sleep on cond var
}
AR++; // Now we are active!
lock.release();
// Perform actual read-only access
AccessDatabase(ReadOnly);
// Now, check out of system
lock.Acquire();
AR--; // No longer active
if (AR == 0)  // No other active readers

okToWrite.signal(); // Wake up one writer
lock.Release();

}



Writer() version 2
Writer() {

// First check self into system
lock.Acquire();
while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) { // Is it safe to write?

      WW++;
      okToWrite.wait(&lock);
      WW--;

}
   AW++; // Now we are active!

lock.release();
   // Perform actual read/write access
   AccessDatabase(ReadWrite);
   // Now, check out of system
   lock.Acquire();
   AW--; // No longer active
   if (WW > 0) {
      okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
   } else {
      okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
   }
   lock.Release();
}



Simulation of Reader/Writers (1)
Sequence of arrivals: R1, R2, W1, R3
On entry, each reader checks AW > 0 || WW > 0

First R1 enters: (no waiting)
― AR ← 1, AW = 0, WW = 0

Then R2 enters: (no waiting)
― AR ← 2, AW = 0, WW = 0

while (AW > 0 || WW > 0) {  // Safe to read?
    okToRead.wait(&lock);  // Sleep on cond var
}



Simulation of Reader/Writers (2)
Sequence of reader/writers: R1, R2, *W1, R3

R1, R2 still running (AR=2),

W1: AR > 0, waits on okToWrite
― AR = 2, AW = 0, WW ← 1

R3: WW > 0, waits on okToRead
R1 finishes: 

― AR ← 1, AW = 0, WW = 1

while (AR > 0 || AW > 0) {// Is it safe to write?
      WW++;
      okToWrite.wait(&lock);



Simulation of Reader/Writers (3)
R2 running (AR=1); W1 waiting (WW=1), R3 waiting

R2 finishes:
― AR ← 0, AW = 0, WW =1
― Wakes up W1

W1 runs, finishes:
― AR =0, AW ← 1 then 0, WW ← 0
― Wakes up R3

if (AR == 0)  // No other active readers
okToWrite.signal(); // Wake up one writer

   if (WW > 0) {
      okToWrite.signal();    // Wake up one writer
   } else {
      okToRead.broadcast(); // Wake all readers
   }



Reader/Writers: Design Choices
Reader starvation:
  while (AW > 0 || WW > 0) {  // Safe to read?
   okToRead.wait(&lock); // Sleep on cond var
}

"Writer-biased" lock:
― Can change bias by changing condition on wait-loops
― Many policy choices: e.g. track readers waiting since before 

current writer started



Monitors allow some sloppiness
What if we erase the check in Reader() exit?

 if (AR == 0)    // No other active readers
        okToWrite.signal(); // Wake up one writer

What if change signal() to broadcast()?
        okToWrite.broadcast(); // Wake up one writer

What if we replace okToRead and okToWrite by one 
condition variable (okToContinue)?

― Need broadcast() instead of signal()

All less efficient... but still correct!



Logistics
Project 1 initial design – due 11:59pm today

― Design reviews next monday
― Checkpoint 1 after that

Homework 1 out – due next Wednesday



Break



Definitions: Resources
Entities needed by threads to do work

― CPU time
― disk space
― memory

Preemptible versus non-preemptible
― Can take it away?
― Yes: CPU, TPM (security chip)
― No: disk space, printer, right to enter critical section

Sharable versus exclusive



Starvation versus Deadlock
Starvation: Thread waits indefinitely

― Example: Low-priority threads (when enough high-
priority work)

Deadlock: Circular waiting for resources

Res 2Res 1

Thread
B

Thread
A Wait

For

Wait
For

Owned
By

Owned
By



Deadlock with Locks

Nondeterministic deadlock

Thread A
x.Acquire()
y.Acquire()
y.Release()
y.Release()

Thread B
y.Acquire()
x.Acquire()
x.Release()
y.Release()

Lock yLock x

Thread
B

Thread
A Wait

For

Wait
For

Owned
By

Owned
By



Deadlock with Locks

Nondeterministic deadlock

Thread A
x.Acquire()
y.Acquire()
y.Release()
y.Release()

Thread B
y.Acquire()
x.Acquire()
x.Release()
y.Release()

Lock yLock x

Thread
B

Thread
A Wait

For

Wait
For

Owned
By

Owned
By



Deadlock with Locks: Lucky(?) Case

Sometimes schedule won't trigger deadlock 

Thread A
x.Acquire()
y.Acquire()

y.Release()
y.Release()

Thread B

y.Acquire()

x.Acquire()
x.Release()
y.Release()



Deadlock with Locks: Unlucky case
Thread A
x.Acquire()

y.Acquire() <stalled>

<unreachable>
y.Release()
y.Release()

Thread B

y.Acquire()
x.Acquire() <stalled>

<unreachable>
x.Release()
y.Release()

Lock yLock x

Thread
B

Thread
A Wait

For

Wait
For

Owned
By

Owned
By



Deadlock with Space

If only 2 MB of space → same deadlock.

Thread A
AllocateOrWaitFor(1 MB)
AllocateOrWaitFor(1 MB)
Free(1 MB)
Free(1 MB)

Thread B
AllocateOrWaitFor(1 MB)
AllocateOrWaitFor(1 MB)
Free(1 MB)
Free(1 MB)



Example: Bridge Crossing

Each segment of road is a resource
― Car must obtain segment under them + next segment

Deadlock:
― two cars in opposite directions acquire one segment of middle, need next

Resolving deadlock: rollback one car
― Preempt the road segment it "owns"

Not deadlock (starvation):
― east-going traffic doesn't stop for west-going traffic

Ho
nk
!



Example: Grid of Trains
Circular dependency:

― Each train wants to turn right...
― into a track another train occupies
― (Similar to high-performance computing networking problem)

Resolution: Force ordering of tracks ("dimension ordering")
― E.g.: East-west, then north-south



Example: Dining Lawyers Problem

Five chopsticks, five lawyers
― Goal: grab two chopsticks to eat

Deadlock if all grab at same time
Fix: Never take last chopstick if no one will have 
two afterwards



Formalizing



Four Requirements For Deadlock
Mutual exclusion

― One thread at a time can use a resource

Hold and wait
― Thread holding a resource waits to acquire another resource

No preemption
― Resources are released voluntarily – threads can't steal instead of waiting

Circular wait:
― There exists a set  {T1, …, Tn} of waiting threads

● T1 is waiting for a resource that is held by T2
● T2 is waiting for a resource that is held by T3
● …
● Tn is waiting for a resource that is held by T1



Resource Allocation Graph
System Model

― Set of threads T1, T2, …, Tn
― Resource types R1, R2, …, Rm

● CPU, memory, printers, etc.
― Each resource type Ri has Wi instances
― Thread operations on resources:

● Request()/Use()/Release()

Graph:
― Vertices: Threads and Resources
― Edges: Ti → Rj means Thread i requests Resource j
― Edges: Rj → Ti means Resource j is assigned to Thread i 

Symbols

R1

R2

T1 T2



Resource Allocation Graph: 
Examples

T1 T2 T3

R1 R2

R3
R4

Simple Resource
Allocation Graph

T1 T2 T3

R1 R2

R3
R4

Allocation Graph
With Deadlock

T1

T2

T3

R2

R1

T4

Allocation Graph
With Cycle, but
No Deadlock

Ti → Rj: requests
Rj-->Ti: is assigned to



Deadlock Options
Recover by preempting resources

― Need to detect deadlock first
― Resources must be preemptible, e.g. terminate 

program

Prevent by monitoring or design
― Deny/don't attempt lock acquisitions that might lead to 

deadlock

Do nothing
― Most OSs do this



Deadlock Detection (1)
Idea: Look for loops in resource allocation graph
More General Deadlock Detection Algorithm

― Let [X] represent an m-ary vector of non-negative 
integers (quantities of resources of each type):

● [FreeResources]: Current free resources each type
● [RequestX]: Current requests from thread X
● [AllocX]: Current resources held by thread X

― Idea: Find a task which can finish on their own (pending 
request is free)

― Then, mark those task's resources as free, and repeat
― If any task is left → deadlock



Deadlock Detection (2)
[Avail] = [FreeResources] 
Add all nodes to UNFINISHED 
do {

done = true
Foreach node in UNFINISHED {

if ([Requestnode] <= [Avail]) {
remove node from UNFINISHED
[Avail] = [Avail] + [Allocnode]
done = false

}
}

} until(done)

Nodes left in UNFINISHED →  deadlocked

T1

T2

T3

R2

R1

T4



Recall: Four Requirements
Mutual exclusion

― One thread at a time can use a resource

Hold and wait
― Thread holding a resource waits to acquire another resource

No preemption
― Resources are released voluntarily – threads can't steal instead of waiting

Circular wait:
― There exists a set  {T1, …, Tn} of waiting threads

● T1 is waiting for a resource that is held by T2
● T2 is waiting for a resource that is held by T3
● …
● Tn is waiting for a resource that is held by T1



Deadlock Detected: Options?
Terminate thread, force it to give up resources

― Shoot a dining lawyer
― Not always possible

Preempt resources without terminating thread
― Not always correct

Revert actions of deadlocked threads
― Databases do this (transactions) – not easy for OS
― Backup cars on bridge to before single-lane segment

Other options?



Deadlock Prevention



Deadlock Prevention Techniques (1)
Infinite resources

― Or just large enough that no one can run 
out

― Example: virtual memory can give illusion 
of infinite memory for each process

No sharing of resources
No waiting (abort and retry)

― Phone system: busy signal
― Networking: collision – back off and retry

Attacks
mutual 
exclusion

Attacks
mutual 
exclusion

Attacks
hold and wait / 
no preemption



Deadlock Prevention Techniques (2)
Get resources in consistent order

― Prevents cycles
― Example: grid of trains: e/w then n/s
― Example: locks in order by name

Request all resources at once
― Get two chopsticks at once or not at all

Attacks
hold and wait

Attacks
circular wait



Prevention: Maximum Resources
Relax the all resources at once solution
Extra information:

― Maximum resources a thread might need

Strawman solutions:
― Reserve maximum resources when thread starts
― Reserve maximum resource when any resource is 

requested

Something less conservative/wasteful?



Prevention: Banker's Algorithm
Still know maximum resources

Use deadlock detection algorithm
Block a thread from getting a resource unless

― safe state: There's an ordering of threads T1, T2, .., Tn, such that 
running T1 to completion, T2 to completion, and so on would not 
deadlock

How? Use deadlock detection algorithm, but
― Pretend resource request is satisfied
― Pretend each running thread is requesting its maximum

If no deadlock → the ordering exists



Banker's Algorithm Example
With dining lawyers, safe state:

― Not last chopstick orb
― Is last chopstick but anyone will have two

K-handed dining lawyers, safe state:
― Last: no one would have K
― Second to last: no one would have K-1
― Third to last: no one would have K-2
― …



Summary (1)
Starvation versus Deadlock

― Starvation: indefinite wait
― Deadlock: circular wait

Conditions for deadlock
― Mutual exclusion
― Hold and wait
― No preemption
― Circular wait



Summary (2)
Options for deadlock:

― Detect and recover (by preempting resources/rolling 
back threads)

― Prevent (by discipline or detection on lock)
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